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DECORATIVE STONE

GROUND & BED COVER
Ebony Granite
Semi Polished
Slate Black

Beechwood
Pebble
Decorative Stone is a permanent
landscape solution that brings
a clean and fresh look to any landscape
design. Stone mulches will enhance
raised landscape beds, tree wells, patio
edging, pathways and perennial beds.
Decorative Stone is also great for
filling urns - whether indoor or out, and
used for decorative interior designs such
as filling vases or bowls. Adding the
colour and texture of stone indoors
creates a wonderful atmosphere and
ambience. When properly installed using
our edging and landscape fabric, your
decorative stone will give lasting beauty
year after year. The aesthetic and
functional use of stone mulch will save
you the yearly cost of mulching with
bark mulches.
Decorative Stone
Benefits:
•retains soil moisture
in gardens
Slatescape
•prevents weed growth
•enhances drainage
•prevents erosion of
soil and other
plant material
•do not attract insects
or harbor weed seeds
•does not blow away, rot,
or change colour
•easy maintenance of
garden beds
•available in many
colours, sizes, textures
•adds accent colours
2160 lbs
$195 yard
to overall landscape
$15 bag
designs

Navajo Skippers

Terrastone 1/2”

2850 lbs

2850 lbs

1000 lbs

Red Granite
(15% pink)

1-3¨Natural
River Rock

4-8¨Natural
River Rock

2500 lbs

2680 lbs

2651 lbs

$please ask

$149 yard
$9 bag (40lb)

$159 yard
$9 bag

$49 yard
$9 bag

$199 yard
$12 bag (40lb)

$49 yard
$9 bag

1-3¨Granite
River Rock

4-8¨Granite
River Rock

2853 lbs

2833 lbs

$109 yard
$12 bag

3/4” Granite

Semi Polished
Off White

Accent Stone

Accent Stone

(15% pink)

Terrastone 1”

2622 lbs

2622 lbs

1900 lbs

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

White
Polished Pebble

Black
Polished Pebble

Silica Pebble

Pink Quartz

Pea Stone

Granite Boulders

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

2500 lbs

$109 yard
$12 bag

$34.99 bag

$179 yard
$please ask

$34.99 bag

$135 yard
$14 bag

$159 yard
$9 bag (40lb)

$34.99 bag

$34.99 bag

2600 lbs

$229 yard
$10 bag (40lb)

$36 yard
$6 bag
2600 lbs

$179 yard
$9 bag (40lb)

2900 lbs

$260 ton
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DECORATIVE STONE

GROUND & BED COVER

Mexican Beach
Pebble Red

Slate Black

Fire Stone

Black
Lava Rock

Red
Lava Rock

Caramel Cream

Highly Polished
Slate / Black
Engraving Stone

Fire Stone

Fire Stone

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

Mexican Beach
Pebble Black

Black

Coffee

Ice

Engraving Stone

1150 lbs

2600 lbs

1150 lbs

2700 lbs

Polished Mixed

Polished Red
Garden Rock

Ornate
Matte White

Mexican Beach
White Dolomite Pebble Tan

20 lb bag

2600 lbs

2600 lbs

$219 yard
$13 bag (40lb)

Garden Rock

$0.59 lb

$34.99 bag
20 lb bag

$34.99 bag

$249 yard
$13 bag (40lb)

$0.65 lb

$please ask

Highly
Polished Black

Highly Polished
Off White

$34.99 bag

$34.99 bag

$85 bag

Glass Pebble

$85 bag

Glass Pebble

$0.59 lb

2600 lbs

$0.59 lb

20 lb bag

$59 bag

Clear

Reflective Blue

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

Reflective Gray

White Crystal
Crushed Glass

Crushed Glass

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

Crushed Glass

$85 bag

Glass Pebble

$59 bag
2600 lbs

Fire Stone

IvoryTan

20 lb bag

$179 yard
$10 bag (40lb)

Off White

$85 bag

Crushed Glass

$59 bag
20 lb bag

$59 bag

$59 bag

$59 bag

Crushed Glass

$59 bag

Reflective Black

$59 bag
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SOIL

Soil is the naturally occurring, organic material at the surface of the earth that is capable of supporting plant growth. Soil
influences many areas of our lives. It is an integral part of our ecosystem. The composition of the soil in an area has a direct
effect on the plant and animal life there. Soil is comprised of sand, silt, and clay, mixed with varying amounts of organic matter,
water, and air.

Screened Topsoil

• used for leveling out uneven areas
and holes on lawns
• used for sodding, general planting
including trees, shrubs, and perennials
• economical approach for lawn care
• 2248 lbs

28 yard
$5 bag

Gro Max Premium
Garden Blend

• rich, dark, high organic multi-purpose
planting soil
• triple mix is an eco-friendly alternative
to heavy peat soils
• ideal for new plant and
vegetable gardens
• blend of composted bark, leaf/yard
compost, soil
• 1912 lbs

$45 yard
$7 bag

Top Dress
• attacks thatch
• encourages grow-in of grass
• benefits turf layer and root zone
• flows through top dressing equipment
• apply with or without grass seed
• plenty of organic matter and nutrients
• blend of composted pine bark,
leaf/yard compost, sand
• 1363 lbs

$49.99 yard
$7 bag

Grass Seed

• certified Speare grass seed
• overseed with quality soil in the
spring & fall (1/2” - 1” thick soil)
• watering new seed is crucial - never
allow the soil to dry out

$29.50 - 10lb bag
$69 - 25lb bag
$139 - 55lb bag

Divot Mix

Divot Mix has been
improving playing
conditions at premium
golf courses for over a
decade. Organic and
sand amendments are
carefully selected to
balance water retention
and drainage, which
optimizes seed
germination and
establishment.

$full loads only
please ask

Gro Max Premium
Garden Blend

• all-in-one garden market soil
• balanced for organic matter
mineral requirements and
nutrients
• ideal for vegetables, herbs
and leafy greens
• 1912 lbs

$49.99 yard
(custom order)

Nincompoop
Compost

•provides a rich growing
medium, and a porous,
absorbent material that
holds moisture and
soluble minerals
•provides nutrients in
which plants can flourish
•mix with your soil to
produce loam for the
desired texture and
nutrition

$54.99 yard (custom order)
$10.99 bag
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AGGREGATES

GROUND & BED COVER

Aggregates are used for the foundation of new construction and renovations. Many granulars can be compacted while
others self compact and therefore do not require machine use.

Crushed Stone

Chipstone

3/4” Crushed stone has many
names. This aggregate is self
settling and requires no
compaction. Used for permeable
paver applications, drainage,
window wells, foundations of all
structures, and many other
base installations.
2550 lbs

$37 yard
$6 bag

A-Gravel

Stone Dust

$25 yard
$6 bag

$26 yard

Sand

Peastone

$28 yard
$6 bag

$36 yard
$6 bag

High Performance
Bedding Sand (HPB)

Mason Sand

used for screeding
base for interlocking
pavers and for
permeable paving
applications.
2265 lbs

$37 yard
$6 bag

A-gravel is great for the
base of driveways, walkways,
patios, and is used to
mix mortar.
2720 lbs

A highly permeable
aggregate, often used
for the bedding layer below
interlocking applications.
Sand is also used for
play areas, sand boxes,
and volleyball courts.
2521 lbs

self-compacting for base
preperation / 2265 lbs

$45 yard
$6 bag

Stone dust is used as
the thin screeded base
for interlocking pavers
and wall stone.
2663 lbs
(custom order / delivery only)

Peastone is a decorative
granular, offering an aesthetic
approach for drainage. Peastone
is great for bordering walkways
and filling urns, yet is often
used as a base granular for
flagstone installations.
2573 lbs

Mason Sand is very fine,
and is used for screening
underneath interlocking
pavers, backfilling for
certain applications,
playgrounds, and for
concrete blends.

$36 yard
$6 bag
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MULCH
Nothing adds to the splendor of a healthy, well
manicured lawn like a beautiful mulch bed. The
best thing about mulch is that it promotes healthy
plant growth. A base of 2-3 inches of shredded
mulch around your plants and under your shrubs
adds organic matter to the soil which is vital to
healthy plant growth.
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Playground
600 lbs

Hemlock &
Fine Hemlock

Natural
Cedar

721 lbs

Black
Mulch

Fine Pine
780 lbs

Composted
Pine
800 lbs

739 lbs

$49 yard
$10 bag

$49 yard
$10 bag

$55 yard
$10 bag

$55 yard
$10 bag

$59 yard(standard) $45 yard
$65 yard(Fine)
$10 bag
$12 bag

Nincompoop
Mulch

Auburn

$54.99 yard

600 lbs

GROUND & BED COVER

777 lbs

730 lbs

Red Mulch

527 lbs

Chocolate

Shredded
Pine

768 lbs

$49 yard
$10 bag

$49 yard
$10 bag

768 lbs

Organic mulches improve the condition of the
soil. As these mulches slowly decompose, they
provide organic matter which helps keep the soil
loose. This improves root growth, increases the
infiltration of water, and also improves the
water-holding capacity of the soil.
Organic matter is a source of plant nutrients and
provides an ideal environment for earthworms
and other beneficial soil organisms. Apply mulch
when the weather gets warm. Don’t put mulch
down too early in the spring, give the soil a
chance to warm up. Mulching too early will
actually slow down the warming process. Mid
to late spring is the best time to apply mulch.

Benefits of Mulch
•moderates extremes in temperature
•conserves moisture
•controls weeds
•prevents erosion
•improves soil aggregation, granulation, and
overall soil quality
•provides habitat and sustenance for beneficial
soil organisms
•improves the efficiency by which plants take
up fertilizers
•prevents soil compaction and improves
aeration
•allows air and water penetration into the
root zone
•aesthetically pleasing by adding texture and
colour
•makes surface areas more usable for paths,
play and sitting areas
•makes landscaped areas easier to maintain
•helps provide unity among a group of planting
beds

$49 yard
$10 bag

(custom order)

$10.99 bag

$50 yard
$10 bag
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CREATIVE GRASS
Artificial Turf

Premium synthetic turf (artificial grass) is designed for residential & commercial landscapes, playgrounds, putting greens,
and sports fields. Artificial grass is extremely eco-friendly as it eliminates the need for watering, mowing and harsh weed chemicals.
reduced maintenance costs.
•drastically reduce or even eliminate maintenance costs associated with natural lawn care
•perfect grass all year regardless of weather or drought conditions and it is weed free
•eliminate the need of pesticides, fertilizers & insecticides and decrease your environmental impact
•synthetic grass can be installed in many places natural grass may not:
(rooftops, indoors, steep slopes, heavily shaded areas or non-accessible areas)
•synthetic grass is available for use anytime, no matter the climate:
(may be used immediately following precipitation or heavy rains without the dirt and mud)
•the average return on investment is estimated between 4-5 years
•our synthetic grasses are warrantied

GROUND & BED COVERS

THE LOOK

& FEEL
OF REAL
GRASS
MAINTENANCE

WITHOUT
THE

Standard Turfs

Standard Synthetic
lawns offers a
wonderful quality
turf with all of the
benefits of any
synthetic turf and
an incredible price!

•quality synthetic grass
at an affordable price
•recommended for residential
and commercial use
•great for dog runs
•royal green and olive green
fibers with thick thatch
•very soft to the touch
•little or no infill required
•thick and extremely lush
•resilient and durable
•8 year manufacturer’s
warranty

$3.45 - $3.95 sqf

Pro Turfs

•premium synthetic grass for residential
and commercial landscapes
•luxury synthetic grass lawn
•recommended for upscale residential
and commercial
•dog and pet friendly
•royal green and olive green fibers with
extra thick thatch
•very soft to the touch
•no in-fill required
•thick and extremely lush
•resilient and durable
•10 year manufacturer’s warranty
•112 oz per sqf fiber total weight

$3.89 - 4.69 sqf

Premium Turfs

•for those who want the very best
•premium quality artificial grass for
home, commercial or pet use
•simply the best in premium synthetic grass
•utilizes the SPINEGRASS™ technology
•recommended for upscale residential
and commercial properties
•dog and pet safe
•royal green and olive green
fibers with extra thick thatch
•super lush, super durable
yet soft to the touch
•no in-fill required
•resilient and durable
•total turf weigh 124.8 oz

$4.99 - $5.60 sqf

Platinum Lawn

•premium quality artificial grass
for home, commercial or pet use
•ideal for moderate to heavy traffic
•utilizes the STEMGRASS
shaped blades
•recommended for upscale
residential and commercial
properties
•dog and pet safe
•field green and lime green
fibers with extra thick thatch
•super lush, super durable
yet soft to the touch
•20-40 mesh infill
•resilient and durable
•total turf weigh 108 oz

$5.60 sqf
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CREATIVE GRASS
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GROUND & BED COVERS

Golf Pro

•the ultimate putting surface
•utilizes TRUROLLTM technology
•bi-color green and dark green fibers
•20mm height for better golf ball reaction to shots
•no In-fill required
•resilient and durable
•95 oz per sqf fiber total weight
•pet-safe
•good for up to -30 / +40 degrees

$4.39 sqf

pet

safe

Synthetic Grass for Pets

•perfect solution for dog runs and kennels
•shorter pile height for ez-clean up
•durable yet soft to the touch
•stain free
•pet-safe
•good for up to -30 / +40 degrees

$4.45 sqf

THE LOOK

& FEEL
OF REAL
GRASS
MAINTENANCE

WITHOUT
THE

Golf Fringe

•provides the ideal putting surface
•utilizes STEMGRASS technology
•20-40 mesh infill
•30mm height for better
golf ball reaction to shots
•high UV-stability
•resilient and durable
•72 oz per square foot
fiber total weight

$3.95 sqf
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ARMOUR STONE
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NATURAL STONE

Imagine an impressive, secure Armour Stone retaining wall framing your poolside with the tranquil flow of water streaming from an impressive waterfall.
Consider a backyard patio with accent stones adding dimension and weight, or sitting stones circling your outdoor fireplace - perfect for entertaining
your family and friends. We offer limitless possibilities for your project and landscape ideas. The possibilities are endless when you can choose from such
a wide selection of colours, sizes, textures, and shapes.

$0.24/lb

7”x 12 x 32-40” (300-450 lbs)

Sawn Armour Stone

Economy Armour Stone
Peninsula Armour Stone

Our Peninsula Armour is flawless in its consistency. Available
in grey, buff, and a blended wash of the 2 colours, the Peninsula
makes for an easy match to all landscapes.

Kawartha Armour Stone

Premium Charcoal
Armour Stone

Premium Charcoal offers a
rich contrast to many bricks
and natural stone homes. This
stone is widely used for accents
within garden beds, retaining walls,
book-shelving steps, and adding
depth to any landscape.
10”-16” (one-man) (200-800lbs)
16”-24” (large) (800-2600lbs)

$0.13/lb

Sawn Armour Stone

12”x 12 x 32-40” (450-650 lbs)

$0.22/lb

This cubical limestone makes for beautiful
garden accents, sitting walls around a fireplace,
and for easy construction of natural stone
retaining walls. The cubical and consistency in
height make this stone easy to stack and handle.
600-2000 lbs

$0.06/lb

12”-16” (750-1400lbs)
17”-24” (1400-2600lbs)

$0.09/lb

Our Kawartha armour stone is
consistency in height and depth,
making it a great wall building
product. Kawartha offers a mix
of grays, browns, and
chocolate tones.

$0.075/lb

ASK

ABOUT
OUR

LOAD

FULL

PRICING
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ARMOUR STONE
Wiarton Armour Stone (Large)

The sharp, delicate, and fine charcoal lines are what define a true Wiarton Armour Stone. Available in
all heights, depths, and shapes, the Wiarton limestone will add a definite appreciation to your landscape.
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NATURAL STONE
Kawartha
Guillotined Armour Stone

Wiarton
Guillotined Armour Stone

Waterfall Armour Stone

These beatiful stones are used to add weight and
dimension to your gardens, or that special focal point in your landscape.
The sharp veins and crevices separate the Waterfall Stone from the rest.

Wiarton Armour
Stone (Small)

One of our best
selling small stones,
the consistency in
shape and beautiful
grey tones make for
an easy installation
and compliment
to all landscapes!

Small ($0.11/lb)

10”-16” (200-800lbs)

Large ($0.10/lb)

16”-24” (800-3600lbs)

Consisten height and depth make for easy
handling and linear wall construction.
Used for modern designs or any
landscape that wants clean
lines with the weight
of natural stone
14” x 14” x 2-5ft (500-1000lbs)

$0.135/lb

1000-2500lbs

$0.16/lb

Refined for small spaces or areas where
machines don’t have access. Our guillotined
armour stone works great for retaining walls,
and borders for pathways & gardens.
14” x 14” x 2-5ft (250-900lbs)

$0.135/lb

ASK

ABOUT
OUR

LOAD

FULL

PRICING
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ARMOUR STONE

PRE-CAST
RUSTICSERIES

Rustic Armour Stone

Our custom pre-cast Rustic Series
includes the Rustic Armour Stone!
These Armours look so realistic that
you, nor your neighbors will question
their validity. Cast from perfectly shaped,
ideal natural stones which generally weigh
450lbs, our Rustic Stones weigh in at only
125lbs. The light weight and manageable
size of these stones make for easy transportation,
placement, and replacement for your ever-changing
landscape design. The Rustic Armour Stone
was designed for small retaining walls, accents
within flower beds, and for backyard installations
where access with equipment is not an option.

Rustic Waterfall Stone ($88 unit)

•4 unique shapes

Rustic Armour ($69 unit)

•12” x 20” x 20”
•4 unique shapes
•solid grey, or
buff / brown mix
•125lbs
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NATURAL STONE
Skidded Armour (100-450lbs / $0.12/lb)
Orillia, Kawartha, Wiarton, Red, Mocha,Yukon, Chocolate
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NATURAL STONE

Add an array of naturally-occurring colours with lasting beauty to your garden by carefully selecting and placing our Moss Rock throughout your
landscape. Their rugged texture brings definition and provides the perfect contrast to the hosts of delicate flowers in your garden. Harvested from a
variety of exotic locations, our carefully-chosen Mossy’s reflect their indigenous surroundings with a sense of character and history.

Generally used for water features, stepping stones, or
decorative stones subtlety placed peaking out from the gardens soil.

DECORATIVE STONE
Moss Rock

Flat Moss Rock

400-1500lbs

Large Moss Rock

$0.18/lb

Unique, cratered, colourful, and covered in moss, our Large Moss Rock selection
is exciting to chose from.
400-2500lbs

$0.12/lb

One-Man / Crated Moss Rock
$0.18/lb
These small placement stones are inventoried in
crates, and can be hand selected and installed.
They are great for filling corners and bedding
water features or creating a dry river bed.
20-400 lbs

ASK

ABOUT
OUR

LOAD

FULL

PRICING
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DECORATIVE STONE

NATURAL STONE

Cap Rock

The Cap Rock is the top layer of all stone surfaces. Naturally curved
and cratered by the weather, a Cap Rock creates a dry riverbed effect,
and are typically larger, thin slabs of stone.
1000-3000lbs

Granite Feature Stone

We call this the Feature Stone because the richness in the black hues is unique to this Granite Product! Each Granite Feature Stone has a
special character, shape, and incredible fine black streaks throughout its veins. Use this stone for water features, decorative stone, and accents.

$0.15/lb

400-2500lbs

$0.17/lb

Manitoulin Stone (200-3500lbs)

$0.12/lb

This crated and heavily veined stone comes direct from
Manitoulan Island, and offers plenty of character and natural
appeal for any garden. Each unique stone offers its own size,
shape, and therefore ability to build a personalized landscape!

Granite Boulders

$0.13/lb

50-1500lbs
Decorative Granite Boulders and rounds are commonly used for
creating water features, lining ponds, and shaping river beds. The
circular shapes and random sizes can be used for decorative
stones in your garden, or as a low maintenance ground cover.

Lava Rock

The warm green, purple, and earth tones of Lava Rock
are an eye catcher. They are available in all sizes and shapes,
and are wonderful for garden accents, bubbling rocks, building
water features, or for the focal point of your property.

200-2000lbs

$0.25/lb
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DECORATIVE STONE

NATURAL STONE

Basalt

Basalt Skins

Basalt is a foreign stone to our region, and offers unique purple and green tones which compliment our domestic landscape products.
Our Basalt selection is grand, and the possibilities are endless with the range of sizes, shapes, textures, and custom cut products we have imported and inventoried.

$0.48/lb

200 - 600 lbs
Skins can be used to create stone benches or
natural stone croppings that heave from the earth.

Basalt comes to us from many distant parts of the world, making it a foriegn gem to our stone collection. This uniquely shaped rock is formed by the earth’s
heaving crust, fiery volcanoes, and colliding terraces. In most cases, Basalt sheds from the earth in long, thin columns, making the harvesting process and ultimate
contours of the stone very unique to standard hardscape products.

Basalt Columns
200-1500lbs

$0.48/lb
Our selection offers all heights, thicknesses, and unique shapes.
These columns are often used for book-shelving a stone wall,
pillars for marking the entrance to a walkway or patio, or an
impressive feature within a garden.

Basalt Dish
200-1500lbs

$0.48/lb
Place a Basalt Dish in your garden, front porch, back patio, or subtly placed under a tree. Our
selection is available in both natural and polished top, which all have beautiful hues of purple,
blacks, greens, yellows, and whites. A Basalt Dish will bring the presense of local bird
life to your gardens, as they will clean and play in the small pool of naturally collected water.

Basalt Gurgler

Polished Basalt Gurgler

$0.82/lb

$220 - $400 unit

100 - 1500 lbs

400 - 1500 lbs

Basalt Pedestal
50-150lbs

$70 unit (14”)
$105 unit (18”)
The Basalt Pedestals
are sawn cut both top
and bottom for the ease
of creating an easy stone
bench. With so many
bench tops to chose
from in our stone slab
selection, these Basalt
Pedestalsmake for a
charming footing.
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DECORATIVE STONE
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Pennsylvania Stone

NATURAL STONE

Pennsylvania
Fieldstone
Boulders

Our imported Pennsylvania stone offers colour options and unique shapes of stone that are not
available in our local environment. With the introduction of Steppers and boulders, we are able
to connect to exciting landscape designs and watch the creativity of our clients as they
incorporate the pennsylvania product line into their landscape!

Pennsylvania
Wallstone
27 cubic ft per pallet
1.5 tons per pallet
1” - 3” thick
3” - 6” thick
6” - 10” thick

$0.20lb

Pennsylvania
Fieldstone Steppers

Rustic, round boulders
that offer unlimited
design opportunities.
Use these boulders
as croppings
within your gardens
or build a timeless
drywall for a focal
point!

Orillia Waterfall Stone

2-3 Man Fieldstone
Boulders
8 - 12 stones per pallet
1.5 tons per pallet
Medium Fieldstone
Boulders
3 - 4 stones per pallet
1.5 tons per pallet

$0.20lb

Small Steppers
14-20 stones per pallet
Medium Steppers
4-6 stones per pallet
1.5ft - 3ft deep
2.5ft - 3.5ft long
4” - 8” thick
Large Steppers
2 - 3 stones per pallet
8” - 16” thick

$0.20lb

Loaded with character, veins, soft contours,
and a mix of weathered colours, the Orillia
Waterfall Stone defines a unique landscape.
(400-1500lbs)

$0.13/lb
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COURSING & WALLSTONE
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Our large inventory of Coursing & Wallstone allows you to select exact products that will best suit your landscape design and surrounding ambience. The
range of colours, sizes, natural faces and sawn cut ends, and options to mix and match all of these features within each category of coursing makes designing
and building easy..

NATURAL STONE
Riata Coursing

$0.21/lb

Rustic Wallstone (concrete)

$21 unit

Coursing is generally a brick or stone used to face a home, building, or wall. Coursing typically has a 4” bed or depth which is the standard for most mason and
bricking applications. No matter how much you use on your home, natural stone coursing adds interest to traditional and contemporary exteriors. If you're
looking for a stately presence, include a natural stone in your renovation or new build design.
Wallstone is commonly used for rustic wallstone or building applications. These products range in sizes and can have a variation in all dimensions, allowing the
builder to create a modular and random laying pattern and outcome.
Riata has a soft grey tone, that makes for an easy
match to most domestic landscape materials.

Guelph Buff $0.21/lb

The Rustic Wallstone is a pleasure to work with due
to the consistency in the sizes and colours. Available
in grey and antique brown, this Rustic stone can be
used for edging a garden, walkway or driveway,
building small retaining walls, or small risers for
grade changes.
9 unique shapes and faces available
8”x 7” x 12-14”
80-90lbs

If your design calls for a natural mix of brown hues, Guelph Buff will meet
your requirements. Available in either light - brown or a wash of all brown
tones, our Guelph Buff Coursing & Wallstone is a compliment to all
landscapes.

Wiarton
Eramosa $0.21/lb

Granite

The strength, shine, and metallic
sheen that a Granite Coursing &
Wallstone has makes this stone
a favorite for borders of gardens
and hardscape surfaces, and
retaining walls.

$0.40/lb
The mix of light and dark grays is what defines the rich Eramosa Coursing & Wallstone.
The Eramosa often has fine running streaks of deep charcoal lines that add to its character.

$0.21/lb

The elegance of a true Wiarton stone, cut guillotined
into a beautiful Wallstone or Coursing only highlights
the strength of this limestone product, and the richness
of its grey, blue, and charcoal blends.
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NATURAL STONE
Banas Silver Valley Wallstone

Potentially the most elegant wallstone available on the market, the Banas hand-rocked wallstone builds linear
or modular walls by offering 2” and 4” height stone in random lengths. This wallstone is used for garden edges,
defining boundaries of patios, supporting staircases, or a wonderful outdoor kitchen or bar.
$please ask

Strata Coursing

A beautiful brown & grey mixed stone, that has such an elegant appeal. (available in various sizes, and generally sawn top & bottom)

Black Wallstone & Coursing

Our large selection of black wallstone offers
the ability to build walls of all dimensions. Use one size for
a contemporary & linear look, or create an irregular wall using 3 or 4
unique thicknesses which are very consistent and work in a pleasing modular format.
•2,4,6,8” tall x 4,6,8” bed x random lengths

$0.21/lb

$0.21/lb
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STEPS
Random Cut Back Natural Top Stone Steps

Dimensional Limestone Stone Steps

(Eramosa Flame, Eramosa Sandblast, Wiarton Natural Top, Brown Sandblast, Wiarton Dark, Charcoal Flame Top, Orillia Flame Top / 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8ft long)

$179 - $219 3ft
$239 - $289 4ft
$335 - $359 5ft
$379 - $419 6ft
$489 - $569 7ft
$569 - $649 8ft

(prices vary based on rotating inventory)
The crisp corners and perfect rectangular
cuts of our Dimensional Steps are what make
them so formal and therefore elegant. Easy
for stacking, yet often used as the single step
leading to a front porch or patio, our Dimensional
Steps are available in many colours, textures,
and unique finishes.

Our large selection of Random Cut Back Steps is due to the recent popularity of this
stone. These steps have a traditionally rectangular shape, but offer a completely natural
face and both ends, while the back of the step is sawn cut for easy placement against
foundations, decks, or continuing a walkway of interlocking off the back.

$179 3-4ft
$239 4-5ft
$335 5-6ft
$379 6-7ft
$489 7-8ft
$569 8ft +

Indian Sandstone Steps
$165 - $189 3ft
$235 - $310 4ft
$295 - $435 5ft
$350 - $525 6ft
$490 - $595 7ft
$520 - $665 8ft

Random Cut Black Flamed Steps

Beautiful grey & brown natural stone steps with a smooth flamed finish. These random slabs are popular amongst landscape
designers and architects. The consistency in each irregular or natural shaped step is immaculate and makes for an easy installation.

(colour dependent)

$179 3-4ft
$239 4-5ft
$335 5-6ft
$379 6-7ft
$489 7-8ft
$569 8ft +
Sandstone Steps add the elegance of natural stone to your landscape by
offering a well crafted and hand dressed natural stone face and surface.
These steps are carefully rock-faced and finished by craftsmen that
create an organic beauty and natural flow.
natural top, natural or calibrated bottom, rock faced edges
16” wide / 6” thick / 4ft, 5ft, 6ft long
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RANDOM TREADS

Random Slabs are great
for stepping stones, large
single step entrances, long
meandering staircases cutting
through a natural earths slope, or
often table tops. Our inventory is
limitless and offers all shapes,
sizes, and colours to best
suit your home.
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STEPS

Maya Step

Random Treads

Introducing the first precast random slab, offering 4 unique shapes and a natural
stone look for its many landscape applications. The maya step makes beautiful
staircases randomly stacked and overlapping one another, leaving that natural
finished look that every landscape aims to have. Use the maya step as a large
stepping stone through your garden, or as a nice landing stone leaving your porch.

all dimensions available

Pallet Specs
4 unique units
10.6 sqf approx.
646 lbs approx. per unit
2584 lbs per pallet

$0.175/lb (standard)
$0.24/lb (premium)

6 x 32 x 48

$244 unit

Rocka Step

The rocka step is a natural looking pre-cast step, that is finished on both sides for many applications. Typically used for steps
and staircases, the rocka can also be used for capping stone walls or making small benches. Rocka helps you create an elegant
pathway regardless of topography. these impressive steps provide a wonderfully wide walking surface.
6 x 15 x 48

$114 unit

Granite offers the
strength and longevity
that all designers demand in
their projects and they are
always complimented with
strong variations in colour!

Granite Treads

$please ask

Pallet Specs
8 units
32 lnf
weight 361 lbs per unit
2890 lbs per pallet

6 x 15 x 60

$148 unit

Pallet Specs
3 units
460 lbs per step
1380 lbs
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STEPS

Ridge Step
For a great look, natural stone finish,
great price, and easy install, you have
the ridge step awaiting your landscape.
Although heavy for 2 people, these
slabs are movable by hand, and offer a
commercial strength with a
residential aesthetic.

Rustic Step

Our custom Rustic Steps have an extremely
natural stone finish, yet have a third the weight
of a natural stone product. These steps are sure
to compliment your new or existing landscape,
and can be used in conjunction with our other
products in the Rustic Series.
3ft (7” x 20“ x 180lbs)

$119

4ft (6” x 18” x 245lbs)

$145

39.4 x 19.6 x 7

Rustic Step Stacker

$21

Step Stackers act as risers within a set of stairs, and support
each step beyond the initial landing. We recommend using
adhesive between each stacker and aggregate under each step.

Pallet Specs
6 units

$54.99 unit

5ft (7” x 18” x 420lbs)

$165

rustic brown & deep grey
3 unique faces

Rustic Random Slab

$135

A precast, yet solid random slab that aesthetically enhances any
staircase and offers some consistency for an easy install.

York Step 60”

An economical and gorgeous
approach to compliment your
home or garden with a natural
stone formed pre-cast step.
From transportation to installation,
working with a precast step is
much easier, and offers a
fantastic aesthetic appeal.
6 x 15 x 60

Pallet Specs
3 units
462 lbs per step
1386 lbs per pallet

$149 unit
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STEPS
Borealis Step

Raffinato Step

The sleek, polished look of the Raffinato wall has now been
extended to a step application. The Raffinato step is a more elegant and
refined alternative to modern and very linear concrete steps. Offered in 3
modern colors, the Raffinato steps are a welcomed addition to the Raffinato collection.

The beauty of wood set in stone.
A new and integral part of Techo-Bloc’s Borealis wood grained collection.
Inspired by the use of timbers in both traditional and modern landscape design, the Borealis
step was designed for seamless transition with the Borealis wall. The step is designed to look like 2 grand
trimmed logs stuck together. Offered in 3 alluring wood colors and compatible with the rest of the Borealis
collection, Borealis is the best choice for capturing the fibrous texture of wood with the practicality and durability of concrete.

Pallet Specs
8 steps
3073 lbs
6 x 16 x 48

$115 unit

Camden Step

Pallet Specs
8 steps
3073 lbs
7 x 16.5 x 42

$74.00 unit

The Camden Step
combines the beauty
and detail of natural
stone steps with
installation functionality.
Utilizing a light weight
cavity body design, this
step allows the use of
easy installation techniques
weighing almost half as much
as other comparable products
on the market in look and size.
The Camden Step is available in
two beautiful earthen colour tones.

$140 unit
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COPING

Indian Sandstone Rocked Coping
Straight Edge Coping $please ask

Pier Caps complete, protect, and accentuate the
look of a pillar or column. These caps offer a
pleasing architectural finish and effective
protection for your pillars.

Indian Sandstone
Coping
Wall Coping is an essential
part of all wall systems. Copings
acts as the final stone to cap a
wall. Our natural stone Copings
add value, and provide protection
for your wall design by preventing
rain and weather from
entering the cavity of the wall.

Rebated Coping

$please ask

20” x 20”
24” x 24”
28” x 28”
30” x 30”
3” thick

Jumbo Slabs & Counter Tops
$29 - $46 sqf (colour dependent)
Jumbo Slabs can be used for many landscaping
projects such as: exterior countertops, BBQ
slabs, coping and jumbo paving stones.
natural top, natural or calibrated
bottom, rock faced edges

natural top, calibrated bottom,
rock faced or bullnose edges

Hand Rocked Coping $13.75 - $22 sqf

2ft x 4ft / 2ft x 5ft / 2ft x 6ft
2.5ft x 5ft / 2.5ft x 6ft
2” thick

Bullnose Coping $13.75 - $22 sqf
Custom Cut
Coping, Hearths, & Mantles ($project specific)

Natural Pebble
Top Coping

Refined and hand crafted here
in ontario, the Pebble Top coping is
considered a very elegant
product in its category. These
copings come in a variety of grey
and brown blends, and have
a beautiful natural surface
that will enhance all
hardscape designs.

$please ask

$33 - $37 sqf (colour dependent)

natural top, natural or calibrated bottom,
sawn or hand rocked edges

Pool Coping adds a distinctive
and elegant feature to your pool.
The naturally textured surface
offers non-slip qualities to the
edges of your pool. The skills
and expertise of highly
trained masons create some
of the most elegant and
aesthetically pleasing natural
stone edgings that will ornament
your pool for decades.

12” and 16” width
24”, 48”, 60”, 72” length
1 & 2” thickness

Indian Sandstone Column & Pier Caps

CAPS

Eramosa Coping

Our large inventory offers a variety of unique and Custom Cut Copings. For
specific sizes please ask and we will be happy to source and create whatever
custom cut stone your design requires. In other words, if we dont have it, we’ll find it!

Strong veins that look like marble, our eramosa is
extremly elegant and unique. Available with flame, sandblast, or other custom finishes.

ASK

ABOUT
CUTTING

OURCUSTOM
$20.99 - $23.99 sqf (handrocked)
$29.99 sqf (bullnose)
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TECHO-BLOC
Bullnose Cap
and Pool Coping

COPING & CAPS

Bullnose Grande Coping

$3.85 - $4.34 unit

Elegant banding for pools and spas, offering a professional and quality hardscape finish.

colour dependent

The rounded edges of the
bullnose cap give poolsides,
seat walls, and steps a softer
appearance. The smooth texture
to this coping offers a
modern outcome.
2.38 x 12 x 5.88
Pallet Specs
180 units
88.6 lnf
4 rows of 22.15 lnf
2435 lbs

Bali Travertina Raw Coping

Part of the prestigious TRAVERTINA collection,
this pool coping offers more than subtly honed
elegance. Its edges curve seamlessly for a smooth,
rounded effect that is always a welcome feature in
a poolside contour. Beautiful on its own, it is also
the perfect complement to TRAVERTINA slab.
2.25 x 12 x 16
Pallet Specs
28 units
37.34 lnf
1100 lbs $19.40 unit

Raffinato Cap

The sleek, polished look of the Raffinato collection
now includes the new Raffinato Cap 14”x 28”.
Elegantly designed to complement the Raffinato
wall, this finishing touch brings modern elegance
to double-sided walls, steps, poolsides
and seating benches.
Pallet Specs
24 units
56 lnf
8 rows of 7 lnf
2783 lbs
3.57 x 14 x 28

$26.47 unit (double-sided)
$30.18 unit (smooth)

Architectural Cap

Give your staircases a relaxed, old world
appearance with this step stone.
Techo-Blocs Antique Step is ideal for designs
requiring a deeper runner, or tread.
2.94 x 14 x 20
Pallet Specs
46.70 lnf
7 rows of 6.67 lnf
1950 lbs

$8.86 linear ft

$65.96 linear ft
(2.5 x 14 x 30)
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TECHO-BLOC

COPING & CAPS

York Cap Collection

Techo-Bloc’s York collection
spans from counter caps
and wall caps to pillar caps and
steps, providing a consistency and
beautiful flow in the details of your
landscape.

Escala Double Sided 3.5” cap

The Escala Cap offers a rustic and natural stone face, and smooth tread, deep enough for a very
comfortable step. Compatible with many wall systems, the Escala is a sure compliment to the stone which it caps.
3.56 x 14.94 x 8.82 x 6.5
3.56 x 14.94 x 11.81 x 9.44
3.56 x 14.94 x 14.75 x 12.38

$169 unit (pier cap)

3.5 x 32 x 32

$175 unit (pier cap)

3.5 x 32 x 32

Pallet Specs
21 units per size
56.70 lnf
7 rows of 8.10 lnf
2936 lbs

$17.07 linear ft (coping)

3-piece set & 48” independent units

$149 unit (counter top)

2.25 x 24 x 36

Prima Split-Face & Polished Cap
$11.74 unit (split-face)
$26.23 unit (polished)
2.94 x 14 x 16
Pallet Specs
48 units
64 lnf
8 rows of 8 lnf
1.33 lnf per unit
2655 lbs

$9.83 linear ft

Our Prima Coping is wonderful for capping
walls as it has a double sided finish. The Prima
also functions as a step tread with its deepness
allowing for a comfortable step. The new Prima
Polished Cap is now available with the same dimensions
yet offers a very smooth and contemporary finish.

Brandon Wall Cap

Designed to compliment the popular Brandon Wall system, the new Brandon
cap offers the same textured faceand colour options for more design opportunities.

$18.13 unit (3.5 x 14 x 16)
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BEST WAY STONE

COPING

Portofino Edge and Pool Coping

A multi-piece, multi-functional unit that can be used as a cap,
border (soldier), pool coping, or step tread. Portofino is both
tapered and double-sided to limit the time and expense of cuts.
2.25 x 14.5 x 11.75 x 9.38

Barollo Bullnose Coping (Best Way Stone product)
Graphix Cap

A beautiful pre-cast option with
a very contemporary profile.
3 x 14 x 20
2.25 x 14.5 x 15.88 x 13.75

The bullnose face is a soft approach for pool edging, wall copings, and
step treads. The barolla has a smooth texture and the 10” width makes for a quick install.
9.84 x 12.48 x 2.95
81.18 lnf per skid

$4.45 - 4.85 unit

$22.51unit

2.25 x 14.5 x 18.81 x 16.5

2.25 x 14.5 x 19 x 19

Piedimonte Double Sided Cap

(Techo-Bloc product)
Here is the ideal contrast to an environment that is richly
varied in masonry materials. Used for steps, pool caps, wall caps
and pillar caps, Piedimonte calms and harmonizes surrounding
multi-textured Techo-Bloc products, adding definition and quiet
sophistication to the environment.

Pallet Specs
50.22 lnf
1714 lbs

$12.72 linear ft

$13.56 linear ft

Pallet Specs
80 linear ft
32 units
2175 lbs

Venetian Cap & Riser (slate & smooth)

The Venetian Series & Cap resemble antique Italian carved stone, transforming
plain steps into elegant staircases of intricate detail. Ask us about the Venetian Riser for making stair cases.

1.75 x 14 x 16

$16.03 linear ft
Pallet Specs
48 units
64 lnf
8 rows of 8 lnf (6 units)
1.33 lnf per unit
1500 lbs

$14.87 unit (cap)
$8.87 unit (riser)

Wall Cap
2.25 x 11.75 x 30

$158 unit

Wall & Step Cap
2.25 x 14 x 30
Pallet Specs
60 linear ft
24 units
2000 lbs
Pillar Cap
2.88 x 28 x 28

